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Abstract: This paper aims to deal with the problem of non-response, by suggesting an exponential chain type class of imputation
technique and corresponding point estimator in double sampling has been proposed for estimating finite population meanof the study
variable when the information on another additional auxiliary variable is available along with the main auxiliary variable. The bias and
mean square error of the proposed strategy have been obtained. Theoretical and empirical studies have been done to demonstrate the
supremacy of the proposed strategy with respect to the strategies which utilize the information on one and two auxiliarycharacteristics.
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1 Introduction

In survey sampling situations, it is common to utilize auxiliary information to improve the precision of an estimator of
unknown population parameter of interest under the assumption that all the observations in the sample are available, but in
real sense, sometimes this assumption is not fulfilled. Thisis the case of incomplete information which arises due to some
non-response in the sample data. Incomplete information isa frequent issue in sample surveys and a common technique
for managing it is imputation, where the missing values are filled in to create a complete data set that can be analyzed.

The use of ratio, product and linear regression strategies in survey sampling solely depends upon the knowledge of
population mean̄X of the auxiliary variable X. However, in many circumstances, the population mean̄X is not known
well in advance. In such a case, the two-phase (or double) sampling design is adopted to get an estimate ofX̄ with the
aid of sample mean of a preliminary large sample on which onlythe variable X is measured. Sometimes, information
on another additional auxiliary variable is available, which is relatively cheaper and less correlated to the main variable
in comparison to the main auxiliary variable X. In such condition, this information may be used to get more efficient
estimators of unknown̄X , on the basis of ratio, product and regression-type estimators utilizing the second auxiliary
character.

Chand (1975) [2] introduced a technique of chaining the information on auxiliary variables with the main variable.
Further, his work was extended by Kiregyera (1980, 1984) [3,4], Mukerjee et.al. (1987) [5], Srivastava et.al. (1989) [10],
Upadhyaya et. al. (1990) [12], Singh and Singh (1991) [8], Singh et.al. (1994) [9] and many others.

This paper aims at (i) to suggest new imputation technique onthe basis of two auxiliary variables, (ii) to define
family of point estimators for the population meanȲ , which are chain type estimators, (iii) to make a study of proposed
imputation strategy in respect of bias and MSE and show its supremacy over some existing strategies and (iv) to apply the
proposed strategy on some empirical populations for illustration purpose.
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2 Problems and Notations

Let we have a finite populationU = {U1,U2, ...,UN} of size N in which the study variable be Y whose meanȲ is to be
estimated. Let there be two auxiliary variables X and Z available in the population such that the variable X is highly
correlated with Y and the variable Z is also correlated with Ybut not with as much high correlation as between X and Y.
We assume that the mean̄X is not known, hence it is to be estimated through a preliminary samples

′
of size m. Further,

let a sub-sample s of size n be selected from the preliminary samples
′
(n < m) which consists of r responding units

belonging to a set R and(n− r) non-responding units belonging to the setRc such thats = R∪Rc . Therefore, for every
unit i ∈ R, the valueyi is observed and for the uniti ∈ Rc, the valueyi is missing for which suitable imputed value is to be
derived.

We shall use the following notations:

X̄ ,Ȳ , Z̄ : The population mean of the variates X, Y and Z respectively.
x̄m, z̄m : The sample mean of the variable X and Z respectively based onthe samples

′
.

ȳr, x̄r : The sample mean of the variable Y and X respectively obtained for the set R.
ρab : The coefficient of correlation between the variable a and b.
CX ,CY ,CZ : The coefficient of variation of X, Y and Z respectively.
θa,b : The finite population correction (fpc) given byθa,b = (1

a −
1
b ).

3 SOME EXISTING IMPUTATION METHODS

Some classical methods of imputation, which are available and frequently used, are as follows:

3.1 Mean Method of Imputation

Under mean method of imputation, the imputation scheme is

y.i =

{

yi if i ∈ R
ȳr if i ∈ Rc (1)

the corresponding point estimator for the population meanȲ is:

ȳM = ȳr =
1
r ∑

i∈R

yi (2)

The bias and mean square error of the estimator are derived as

B(ȳM) = 0 (3)

M(ȳM) =V (ȳM) = θr,NȲ 2C2
Y (4)

3.2 Ratio Method of Imputation

Under this method, the imputation scheme is given as

y.i =

{

yi if i ∈ R
b̂xi if i ∈ Rc (5)

where

b̂ =
∑i∈R yi

∑i∈R xi
; (6)
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therefore, the point estimator is

ȳRAT = ȳr
x̄n

x̄r
. (7)

For this estimator, the bias and mean square error are obtained as

B(ȳRAT ) = θr,nȲ [C2
X −ρYXCYCX ] (8)

M(ȳRAT ) = θr,nȲ 2C2
Y +θr,nȲ 2[C2

X −2ρYXCYCX ]. (9)

3.3 Compromised Method of Imputation

Singh and Horn (2000) [7] suggested this method of imputation, in which the data after imputation becomes

y.i =

{

p n
r +(1− p)b̂xi if i ∈ R

(1− p)b̂xi if i ∈ Rc (10)

where p is a suitably chosen constant, such that the varianceof the resultant estimator is minimum. In this case, they used
information from imputed values for the responding units inaddition to non-responding units.

Thus, the point estimator of the population meanȲ under the compromised method of imputation becomes

ȳCOMP = pȳr +(1− p)ȳr
x̄n

x̄r
. (11)

The bias and mean square error of ¯yCOMP are given as

B(ȳCOMP) = (1− p)θr,nȲ [C
2
X −ρYXCYCX ] (12)

M(ȳCOMP) = θr,nȲ 2C2
Y +θr,nȲ 2[(1− p)2C2

X −2(1− p)ρYXCYCX ]. (13)

For obtaining optimum value of p, i.e.,popt , the MSE of ¯yCOMP is minimized with respect to the constant p, then we get

popt = 1−ρYX
CY

CX
(14)

and

M(ȳCOMP)min = Ȳ 2[(θr,N −θr,nρ2
YX )C

2
Y ]. (15)

4 PROPOSED IMPUTATION STRATEGY

Bahl and Tuteja (1991) [1] defined the exponential - type estimator for population mean which was observed to be better
in a wide range ofρY X

CY
CX

as compared to the usual mean estimator.
Movitaved by Bahl and Tuteja (1991), we here propose the following exponential type method of imputation, given as

y.i =

{

yi if i ∈ R
1

(n−r) [nȳrT − rȳr] if i ∈ Rc (16)

where

T = exp

{

α
(

x̄m
Z̄
z̄m

− x̄r

x̄m
Z̄
z̄m

+ x̄r

)

}

; (17)
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α being a parameter, whose value can be obtained such that the variance of T is minimum.

Under the proposed method of imputation the point estimatorfor the population mean̄Y is obtained as

ȳT = ȳrT = ȳr exp

{

α
(

x̄m
Z̄
z̄m

− x̄r

x̄m
Z̄
z̄m

+ x̄r

)

}

. (18)

Obviously, ¯yT defines a family of chain type exponential estimator forȲ . We observe that forα = 0, ȳT = ȳr, the point
estimator under mean method of imputation.

For α = 1 and−1 , ȳT reduces to exponential chain ratio type estimator and exponential chain product type estimator
respectively.

4.1 Bias and MSE of the Proposed Estimator

The bias B(.) and mean square error M(.) of the suggested estimator ȳT up to the first order of approximations can be
obtained under the following large sample approximations:

ȳr = Ȳ (1+ e1) ; x̄r = X̄(1+ e2) ; x̄m = X̄(1+ e3) andz̄m = Z̄(1+ e4), such thatE(ei) = 0 for i = 1,2,3,4 and

E(e2
1) = θr,NC2

Y ; E(e2
2) = θr,NC2

X ; E(e2
3) = θm,NC2

X = E(e2e3) ; E(e2
4) = θm,NC2

Z ; E(e1e2) = θr,NρY XCYCX ;
E(e1e3) = θm,NρY XCYCX ; E(e1e4) = θm,NρY ZCYCZ ; E(e2e4) = E(e3e4) = θm,NρXZCXCZ

Obviously,B(ȳT ) = E[ȳT − Ȳ ] = E[ȳT ]− Ȳ .

Writing ȳT , given in (18), in terms ofe
′

is (i = 1,2,3,4) and then using usual large sample approximations, the bias of the
estimator ¯yT , up to the orderO(n−1) is derived as:

B(ȳT ) = Ȳ

[

θr,m

{(

α
4
+

α2

8

)

C2
X −

α
2

ρYXCYCX

}

+θm,N

{(

α
4
+

α2

8

)

C2
Z −

α
2

ρYZCYCZ

}]

. (19)

Further, since, the expression ofM(ȳT ), upto the first order approximation will be

M(ȳT ) = E[ȳT − Ȳ ]2,

M(ȳT ) = Ȳ 2
[

θr,NC2
Y +

α2

4
θr,mC2

X +
α2

4
θm,NC2

Z −αθr,mρY XCYCX −αθm,NρY ZCYCZ

]

. (20)

Since the proposed imputation strategy depends on a constant α, it is therefore, desirable to obtain the optimum value of
the constant, i.e.,αoptand then using it in the expression of MSE so as to obtain minimum MSE. Hence differentiating the
MSE equation with respect to the constant, we get the optimumvalue of the constant, which is

αopt =
2θr,mρYXCYCX +2θm,NρYZCYCZ

θr,mC2
X +θm,NC2

Z

. (21)

On substituting the value ofαopt in the equation (20), one can get the minimum MSE of the estimator.

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY

It can be seen that theoretical comparison of the proposed strategy ¯yT with ȳM, ȳRAT andȳCOMP yield no exclusive results,
hence it is advisable to compare them on the basis of some practical examples. The various results obtained in previous
sections are now examined with the help of two sets of empirical data:
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5.1 Population P1

This data has been taken from Sukhatme and Chand (1977) [11] which has been reproduced in Singh et. al. (1994) [9].
The particulars of the data are as under:

Y: Apple trees of bearing age in 1964
X: Bushels of apples harvested in 1964
Z: Bushels of apples harvested in 1959

For the data we have the following parametric values:
Ȳ = 0.103182X104 ; X̄ = 0.293458X104 ; Z̄ = 0.365149X104 ; C2

Y = 2.55280 ;C2
X = 4.02504 ;C2

Z = 2.09379 ;
ρYX = 0.93 ;ρY Z = 0.77 ; ρXZ = 0.84.

The combination of r, n, m and N are respectively taken as (15,20, 30, 200).

5.2 Population P2

This data was artificially generated for three variables Y, Xand Z by Shukla and Thakur (2008) [6]. Considering Y as
study variable and X and Z respectively the main and additional auxiliary variables, we get the following population
values:
N = 200 ; Ȳ = 42.485 ; X̄ = 18.515 ; Z̄ = 20.52 ; CY = 0.3287 ; CX = 0.3755 ; CZ = 0.3296 ; ρYX = 0.8734 ;
ρYZ = 0.8667 ;ρXZ = 0.9943.

For the purpose, we select r = 22, n = 30, m = 80.
The values of MSE of the different strategies are shown in thefollowing table. The table also depicts the percent relative
efficiencies (PREs) of different strategies, with respect to ȳM.

In the following table, we have considered MSEs of ¯yCOMP andȳT as obtained under their optimality condition.

Table 1: MSEs and PREs of Different Estimators

Estimators
Population P1 Population P2

MSE PRE MSE PRE
yM 167600.40 100 7.89 100
yRAT 133227.10 125.80 6.26 126.09
yCOMP 128422.70 130.51 6.09 129.63
yT 44114.26 379.92 1.90 415.09

From the table, it is evident that the proposed strategy dominates other imputation strategies in respect to its performance
for both the populations. This suggests that even if the population mean of the auxiliary variable X is not known, the
chaining of estimators technique is fruitful in order to improve the efficiency of the estimator.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The work presented in this paper, suggests an efficient imputation method based upon exponential type estimator and
the concept of chaining the estimators when information on an additional auxiliary variable other than the main auxiliary
variable is available. The method suggested has been seen tobe precise enough in comparison of some existing imputation
methods such as mean method, ratio method and compromised method.
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